
























































































































































































An MPEG-1 encoded daily 9













• Spoken diaogue indexing
• Speech vs. music discrimination
• Anchorperson detection
• Speaker segmentation & matching
SVM (Support Vector
Machine) with:

















































































































































































































































































































































































CMU: Interface to Support Rich Visual Sets.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN      DUBLIN CITY UNIVERSITY      TYNDALL NATIONAL INSTITUTE
Use visual objects as queries
Automa6c Understanding of Objects ?
Take a simple object, a car
4 wheels, fairly recognisable shape
Should not pose problems?
Well, it is not quite that easy…
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Automa6c Understanding of
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Object‐based video retrieval
For certain types of user query, with pa6ence, and
6me, object‐based retrieval can help;
Another Físchlár system shows how it can be done
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Does content search work ?
On small, closed video libraries, it works well
Annual VideOlympics showcase shows it working in
prac6ce
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Challenges
We’re s6ll only doing keyframe/image and not video (with
mo6on of objects and cameras);
We’re s6ll doing shot retrieval, not scene, or clip;
Feature detec6on accuracy, scale‐up to more features,
rela6onships between features, move away from independent
solo to ontology‐based … need to progress this;
Combining features, keyframe match, text and objects in a
natural and usable way … the learnability of the interface;
Dynamically adjus6ng retrieval to the query/video type;
IT IS NOT MAINSTREAM YET, NOT YET READY FOR THE BIG
TIME, HAS SOME WAY TO GO, BUT WILL GET THERE;
